


CUR ATORIAL  STATEMENT

The difference between a pigeon and

a dove is arbitrary because there is

none: the dove is simply a white pi-

geon. We can as easily observe these

birds under viaducts, as we can find

them as symbols of the Holy Spirit in

churches. And yet if the pigeon and the

dove have no zoological distinctive-

ness, one is invisible and dirty, while the

other is pure and sacred. This project is

a riddle with the pigeon as its form, but

with human cosmology at its heart. 

One of the earliest domesticated ani-

mals both for its meat and messenger

capabilities, the pigeon (officially rock

dove) followed our human migrations.

Over the ten millennia-long collabora-

tion between humans and these ani-

mals, we displaced them from their

native Mediterranean and Middle-

Eastern cliffs into our human habitat

(1). As their utility declined and our

urbanization expanded, the pigeons

ended up, feral, in our cities. This, to

many, is simply a disgusting nuisance.

Valerie Curtis from the London

School of Hygiene and Tropical Dis-

ease believes that disgust is an in-

stinctual reaction in humans to avoid

objects or situations that could be

harmful to their health or threats to

their survival. (2) But while pigeons

live off crumbs from grimy streets

and that their droppings are numer-

ous, pigeons are no serious health

threat – they are as threating as the

doves on soap bars. (3)

The mother of cleanliness and pollu-

tion studies, anthropologist Mary

Douglas, famously argued that for a

society to function it has to have an

agreed cosmology – a set of organiz-

ing principles that provide purpose

and rationale, like religion or ideology.

Exceptions to these principles are

anomalies that threaten the system,

and therefore are casted as dirty or

impure: “dirt is matter out of place”.

(4) Accordingly, the pigeon is dirty in

our current cosmology because it is

in between cultural categories – be-

tween the civilized and the wild, the

self-sustaining and the dependent. 

Dirt is Matter Out of Place explores

this cultural construction. Specifically

how our relation to these birds raises

questions about nature versus nur-

ture, but also prejudice and ethnicity.

Included in Articule’s Springtemps

group show, the project is multifac-

eted: part installation, with a variety

of objects including photographs by

Layne Gardner of pageant pigeons, a

taxidermized rock dove specimen

and a plastic pigeon-repellent owl;

and part pigeon-walk and panel dis-

cussion with biologist Luc-Alain Gi-

raldeau, urbanist Laurent Lussier,

pigeon-breeder François Messier, and

myself, an anthropologist.  In addition

to pursuing these ideas it is hoped

that we will imagine solutions to 

better share Montréal’s urban space

with its fauna.

- Chloé Roubert
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EVENTS
FROM

MARCH 29TH
TO APRIL 14TH

Installation at Articule
for Springtemps:
262 Fairmount W.
Montréal, Québec
H2V 2G3 Canada

APRIL 7TH
Walk and Panel

1:30 pm meeting at
Parc du Portugal on 

St Laurent and 
Marie-Anne to begin 

the walk.

3 pm release of 
pigeons at Articule.

3:15 pm panel at 
Articule.

DIRT IS
MATTER 
OUT OF 
P L A C E

PIGEON WALK
1. PARC DU PORTUGAL: 
CONTRACEPTIVE DOVECOTES
Since 2006 Paris has constructed mu-
nicipal contraceptive dovecotes as a
sustainable solution to manage its pi-
geon population. Municipal workers
feed the birds and shake their eggs to
abort the fetus and regulate their re-
production. Instead of six to eight
broods there’s one per couple. The
dovecote fixes a local population and
limits their feces to the inside of the
dovecote. There are 13 such dove-
cotes in the French capital today, all in
areas where large populations used to
live. [For more information: ‘Le Pigeon
en Ville, Ecologie de la réconciliation
et gestion de la nature’ par la Ville de
Paris, Novembre 2011].

2. THE CHURCH’S PRAVIS: 
DOVES ARE PIGEONS
The dove that gave Noah hope and
that represents the Holy Spirit in many
churches was actually a white pigeon.
Pigeons, scientifically called rock doves,
come in many different shades and
plumage patterns. Keep an eye out for
these varieties in the city: the typical
“blue bar” (bluish-gray with two black
bands on the wing and a black tip to
the tail); “red bar” (similarly marked,
but with rusty red replacing bluish
gray); “checker” (birds that have spots
on the wings); “spread” (all black or all
gray); “pied” (birds of any colour that
are splotched with white); and “dove”
(all white). Around their throats most
pigeons have iridescent colours that go
from purple to turquoise. This is the re-
sult of the refraction of incident light
caused by the microscopic structure of
the feathers. 

Pigeon-breeders work at having their
pigeons reproduce certain features.
There exists races and beauty pag-
eants for pigeons. Charles Darwin, a
breeder, was inspired by his birds’ mul-
tiple features in the writing of his the-
ory on inheritance.

3. PARC JEANNE-MANCE: FEEDING 
PIGEONS IN PUBLIC SPACES
The prohibition to feed the pigeons in
Montréal falls under the Direction of
Public Works. The public inspectors can
intervene if the plaintiff is in possession
of the violator’s name and address
when calling 311. Following the griev-
ance the inspector will send a letter and
if the violator does not end the practice,
s/he is liable to a 30$ to 60$ fine. 

4. ABANDONED HOMES ON 
ESPLANADE: THEIR ORIGINS
Originally from the cliffs of the 
Mediterranean and Middle-East,
Mesopotamian cuneiform tablets and
Egyptian hieroglyphics suggest that pi-
geons were domesticated more than
5,000 years ago. We brought them
with us all over the world and if they es-
caped they adapted well to our city
buildings’ ledges (they resemble their
native settings).

5. ALLEYWAY BETWEEN ST URBAIN 
AND CLARK: THEIR NESTS
A large nest is visible in this alley. The
rock dove is monogamous and
monogamous for life. Extra-conjugal
“affairs” are rare (less than 1%). The
construction of the nest takes three

to four days and the subsequent
broods can be constructed in a
new nest on top of the old.
Nests can become over 50 cen-
timeters wide and 20 centime-
ters high and weigh over 2
kilograms. 

A female generally lays two eggs.
The two parents equally share
the incubation for around 18,5
days: the male stays from mid-
morning to the end of the after-
noon and the female from late
afternoon till the morning. The
most active reproduction season
is between May and August but
if food is abundant they can re-
produce all year. The average age
for leaving the nest is 25 to 32
days in the summer and 45 days
in the winter. In most American
cities, hatchings have a 52 to 69%
rate of success while the rate
goes down to between 20% and
45 % for first flights. The young
have their first complete
plumage after 30 days.

Domestic pigeons can live up to
31 years-old, but those that live in
the wild have a lifespan average
of 5 to 6 years.

6. THE KINGDOM HALL:
THEIR DOMESTICATION 
Pigeons were one of the first ani-
mals we domesticated. Humans
adopted pigeons first and fore-
most for their meat. In parts of Eu-
rope owning a dovecote for one’s
table became an indicator of class,
so much so that in the first draft of

the Declaration of Human Rights
(1789) owning a dovecote was to
be abolished. Other material ben-
efits of owning pigeons were their
dung: Egyptians used it as a fertil-
izer and, till the 17th century in
Great Britain, it was used to man-
ufacture gunpowder. 

But it was also their fidelity, which,
coupled with incredible orienta-
tion skills, made them our most
treasured animals. Back in An-
cient Greece pigeons announced
Olympic wins and battlefield out-
comes. As early as 1150 a network
of pigeon towers covered the
Middle East – a faster form of
mailing than horses. More recently
Reuters, in the 1850s, became
prominent with a fleet of pigeons
that brought financial news faster
than its competitors. 

If the invention of the telegraph
(1836) and of the telephone (1875)
diminished our dependency on pi-
geons, up till the late 19th century
pigeon-posts were well estab-
lished throughout Europe. In times
of emergency pigeons continued
to carry our vital messages. Cher
Ami, a pigeon serving the French
military during World War I, was
awarded La Croix de Guerre for
reaching a trench and saving 200
soldiers. Today we rarely eat pi-
geon and the last remaining pi-
geon-post was closed in 2004 in
India, however the pigeon (in the
shape of the dove) continues to
represent the best of what hu-
mans could be if they communi-
cated: living the peace.

7. PARC ST JOSEPH: BIRD BRAINS?
Pigeons are one of the most in-
telligent birds; they are one of
only six species, and the only
non-mammal, to pass the ‘mirror
test’ of being able to recognize
their own reflection. They also
have a strong memory: watch a
pigeon-feeder walk into a park,
and before crumbs have even
been laid out you will be sur-
prised to see the pigeons 
flocking in! They also have ex-
ceptional navigational skills. A
pigeon will always fly back to
where the food and soul mate
are. This means that you can
drag a pigeon to any geograph-
ical location, even one it has
never been to in the past and it
will fly home. How they are able
to do this remains a mystery to
the scientific community.

8. FAIRMOUNT BAGELS: 
THEIR FOOD
The rock dove feeds itself early
in the morning and right before
dawn and mostly consumes
grains, fruits and sometimes in-
vertebrates. But human activi-
ties can alter this. In cities
pigeons can regroup around a
pigeon-feeder anytime during
the day and consume bread,
popcorn, grapes and peanuts.
They can feed near their nests,
or much further away (1 to 26
km). In the winter if there is too
much snow on their feeding
grounds for over four consecu-
tive days, famine can strike. The
parents feed their young a milk-

like liquid they produce in their
epithelial glands; it is rich in pro-
tein and lipids. The adult rock
dove is one of the rare birds to
use its beak like a straw and
drink by suction.

9. OLD PORT: PIGEONS
AND MONTREAL HISTORY
In the spring of 1734, a fire burnt
a hospital and forty-five homes
on Saint Paul Street in the old
port. A trial against Marie-
Josèphe often called Angélique,
a slave of African descent with a
rebellious personality and her
Caucasian lover, Claude Thibault,
ensued. Although no proof is ever
found the community is con-
vinced she is guilty. On June 21st
1734 she is publicly executed. In
the judicial deposition it is said
that the fire began with
Angélique putting her master’s
dovecote on fire; suggesting that
many such structures existed
throughout Montréal. It is told
that pigeons were first intro-
duced to Canada in 1606. 

10. LE NICHOIR: HOW TO HELP 
Dedicated to the proper care 
and treatment of injured and 
orphaned wild birds and releas-
ing them back to their natural
habitat since 1994.

637 Main Road 
Hudson, Québec
J0P 1H0, Canada
(450) 458-2809
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